NED'S RED GUITARS

Ned went to a guitar shop to sell his guitars. Ned’s guitars were the ones that had the same vowel sound as his name. Color them red.

Ned has a buddy named Nate. Nate’s guitars have words with the same vowel sound as his name. Shade Nate’s guitars gray with a pencil.
4 SQUARE!

Let’s play “4 Square.” Write the words from the word box in the rectangles with other words that have the same vowel sound. Do NOT write in the shaded boxes.

Word Box
would soul should famous
pour boulder four
PICTURE CROSSWORD

Use the picture clues to help you fill in the crossword puzzle.

1. 

2. 

4. 

3. 

5. 

Skill: More Sounds of oo
Worksheet v2-39
PHOTO FUN

Fill in the blanks with ph or gh to make a word. Then match each word to its picture.

1. ___ one
2. lau ___
3. ele ___ ant
4. cou ___
5. ___ otos
6. gra ___
SHHHHHHHHH!

Read the words below and look for silent consonants. Draw a line under any consonants that are silent. Then circle the hidden pictures for the words that have silent consonants.

scissors wind sign knife bulb
kite wrench eight rough comb